


The Fairtrade Foundation: 

What we do

• Fairtrade is about better prices, decent working 
conditions, sustainability, and fair terms of 
trade for farmers and workers in the global 
south.

• We campaign for a better deal for farmers and 
workers around the world, and they set our 
priorities.

• We work with businesses, consumers and 
campaigners.

• Our main core business is certification of 
Fairtrade products, and the promotion of 
products in the UK



This session will cover how public fundraising became 

part of our ways of support, and how our engaged 

supporter base has helped kick off our new fundraising 

product.



farmers are trapped in a system that is

unfair, one that rips them off. However hard

they work to provide the things we depend on,

they still aren’t paid what they deserve.
And every time we buy these products,

we become part of the problem.

Let’s put ad stop to this.
Don’t Feed Exploitation.
Choose Fairtrade.

Investment in public fundraising

• Reduced income (certification)

• Loss of income (Govt/trusts/grants)

• Balance risk through diversifying our portfolio

Benefits of public fundraising

• Flexible funding (unrestricted funds)

• Sustainable

• Scalable



Fairtrade's 'ways of support'

BUY,

ACT,

GIVE.

Introducing giving (donating) as a new way that an individual 

can support Fairtrade outside of buying and acting 

(campaigning/mobilising) for Fairtrade meant changing the 

mindset of our most dedicated supporters.



50% of survey responders have 

supported for more than 15 years. 

They are older and dedicated, they 

want a role.



Great demographics for fundraising.



2017

• Giving not included as way of support

• Groups/schools donated without prompting for Fairtrade Fortnight

2018

• Giving actively promoted as way of support

• Testing individual giving (appeal) during Fortnight

• Tactical testing & learning to drive development of new fundraising offer

2019

• Optimising fundraising during Fairtrade Fortnight

• Embedding culture of giving to supporters and wider public

• Developing sustainable fundraising offer

How did public fundraising/IG evolve?



Impact and insight

• Events fundraising continues to make up 
majority of public income

• Income has doubled since launch of public 
fundraising strategy

• Income has continually grown across all sources

• High value donors making up 20% of overall 
income.

• The number of single ‘cash’ givers has grown

• Evidence shows giving is now very much 
embedded in ‘buy, act, give’ ways to support.



The next step: 
Developing a regular giving product



The 
process

• Research and insight of supporters

• Workshops – what could we fund?

• Develop fundraising propositions

• Shortlist propositions

• Create adcepts

• Test propositions 



27% 17% 16%

1st -

'Dorothy donor'

2nd –
"I can do more"

3rd -

Campaigner

The winning adcepts:



• Personal connection ('Mary')

• Acknowledges existing efforts 

(you already buy)

• Doesn’t mention monthly gift
• Warm and positive

• Create more FT farmers

• Sets out the problem (limit lives)

• Therefore has need

• Still linked to farmers

• ‘Stand-Up’ appeals to 
campaigners

• Direct

• People love the slogan!

• They want the ‘tips’ – reciprocity

• The ask is in the title – directness 

valued

• Concept of ‘fairness’ is very 
powerful

What do people want?

• Be upfront about 

fundraising

• Named beneficiary 

(farmer) case study / 

signatory

• Reference what they’ve 
already done

• Establish need – What is 

the problem we are 

solving?

• Offer something in 

return



‘I don’t really understand from this 
what the money will be used for.

I understand the Fairtrade premium and 

how that works so is this appeal to help 

fund the foundation?’

Helping more farmers in the 

Fairtrade scheme sounds really 

good as it means you are 

helping more and more 

people’

‘To support the organisation 
beyond buying their products 

I need a reason. I need to 

know what projects they’re 
working on.’

Tangible impact More farmer support Programme focus

Key areas we needed to address:



Creating a 

product for 

Fairtrade

Product requirements:

• Works with our core offering –
‘Buy Fairtrade’

• Hook for new audiences

• Appealing to existing supporter 
(campaigners/advocates)

• Leverage corporate partnerships

• Have cut-through in saturated market



Reciprocity is the first 

principle of persuasion

A waiter increased their tips by 3% after diners were given a 

free mint.

Tips were increased by 14% when given two mints.

If the waiter left one mint with the bill and returned quickly to 

offer a second mint, the tips increased by 23%.





THE PRODUCT…. 

‘LIVE FAIR.’



LIVE FAIR.

A regular giving offer consisting of a quarterly box of 
Fairtrade treats, tips, and insight into the lives of farmers 
you’re helping. Everything you need to live a little fairer, 
while supporting hard-working family farmers worldwide. 
Buy fair, give fair, live fair.

CALL TO ACTION
Live a little fairer by signing up and donating to Live 
Fair. You’ll receive a quarterly box of Fairtrade treats 
and tips and – crucially – information on the hard-
working farmers you’re supporting through your 
subscription.



Project information

Top Fairtrade tips

Producer letter and photo

Self-definition 

pieces
Introduction to Live Fair

Recipe cards
Box fits through door

Samples



farmers are trapped in a system that is

unfair, one that rips them off. However hard

they work to provide the things we depend on,

they still aren’t paid what they deserve.
And every time we buy these products,

we become part of the problem.

Let’s put ad stop to this.
Don’t Feed Exploitation.
Choose Fairtrade.

Timing

• Recruitment in 3-month windows

• Box sent every quarter

• Launch in August 2019

• Fulfilment of first box in November

Forecast

• Testing £8 p/month donation

• Target 300 donors by end of 2019 (3 months 

from launch)

• Regular givers on average give for 3-5 years

• Goal - £29k in Y1, LTV of 144k (Y1-Y5)



What makes Fairtrade supporters

Become Live Fair donors?



So we 
needed to 
do a lot of 

testing



And not just our 
current 
supporters



Is it all about 
the products?



Is it all about 
the cause?



Is it all about 
Fairtrade?



Is it all about 
the news 
agenda?



Is it all about the 
presents?



What 
happened?

Focus on box and it's contents preformed strongest across all 

segments



What 
happened?

• Longer emails consistently performed better – so long 

as plenty of opportunities to click out

• Around 7:30PM seemed optimum time to send

• Sending a 'last chance' email shortly before deadline to 

get first box, especially targeting previous openers, saw 

a big boost in sign-ups. This messaging also worked 

well on social media.

• Focusing on the premium bit of content in the box – a 

branded coffee scoop – also saw boost in sign-ups

Other findings from email recruitment



Who signed 
up from 
existing 

database?



Recruiting on social media

• Initial best preforming ad

•Facebook by far best 
recruitment channel

•Open box, product visible



•In later testing, this 
image out-performed 
previous

•'Last chance' to get box 
again boosted sign-ups



Other 
recruitment 
techniques

Magazine inserts were tried - not cost 
effective

Google ads failed to generate any 
conversions

Marketing through partners – difficult 
to set up and get commitment. Only 
one did it properly in the end and 
delivered no conversions





farmers are trapped in a system that is

unfair, one that rips them off. However hard

they work to provide the things we depend on,

they still aren’t paid what they deserve.
And every time we buy these products,

we become part of the problem.

Let’s put ad stop to this.
Don’t Feed Exploitation.
Choose Fairtrade.

Page layout using Advanced Rows



farmers are trapped in a system that is

unfair, one that rips them off. However hard

they work to provide the things we depend on,

they still aren’t paid what they deserve.
And every time we buy these products,

we become part of the problem.

Let’s put ad stop to this.
Don’t Feed Exploitation.
Choose Fairtrade.

Code blocks for extra features



farmers are trapped in a system that is

unfair, one that rips them off. However hard

they work to provide the things we depend on,

they still aren’t paid what they deserve.
And every time we buy these products,

we become part of the problem.

Let’s put ad stop to this.
Don’t Feed Exploitation.
Choose Fairtrade.

Loqate for address lookup



Gifting – Live Fair at Christmas

• After initial launch, frequently asked if we could do a 
gifting version

• For Christmas, we launched a gifting version



farmers are trapped in a system that is

unfair, one that rips them off. However hard

they work to provide the things we depend on,

they still aren’t paid what they deserve.
And every time we buy these products,

we become part of the problem.

Let’s put ad stop to this.
Don’t Feed Exploitation.
Choose Fairtrade.

Used receipt functionality for gift 

receipt



Used receipt functionality for gift receipt
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Used receipt functionality for gift receipt



farmers are trapped in a system that is

unfair, one that rips them off. However hard

they work to provide the things we depend on,

they still aren’t paid what they deserve.
And every time we buy these products,

we become part of the problem.

Let’s put a stop to this.
Don’t Feed Exploitation.
Choose Fairtrade.

Gift recipient details as part of the form



What happens next?





Lessons

Multiple CRMs and 

payment processors

Manual cancellation 

processes

High admin time

Knowledge 

management 

challenges



Stewardship – welcome journey



Stewardship – regular email updates



farmers are trapped in a system that is

unfair, one that rips them off. However hard

they work to provide the things we depend on,

they still aren’t paid what they deserve.
And every time we buy these products,

we become part of the problem.

Let’s put ad stop to this.
Don’t Feed Exploitation.
Choose Fairtrade.

Challenges

•Resource heavy – creative, admin if internal (external 

costs)

•Scaling up / recruitment

•Forecasting – is it sustainable?

•Resource – internal capacity and budget

•More troubleshooting – identify a few issues we found

•Way Engaging Networks stores data – address field use



Testimonials



Results so far

• 2019 target of 500 sign-ups met
• (at £8/month = £50k per year)

• Cost per donor ~£25/year (box fulfilment)

• Cost per acquisition ~Average £75 - some ad sets as low as £22

• Breakeven after Y1

• Initial feedback on boxes and comms – 98% positive

• Attrition rate of around 10 per cent



farmers are trapped in a system that is

unfair, one that rips them off. However hard

they work to provide the things we depend on,

they still aren’t paid what they deserve.
And every time we buy these products,

we become part of the problem.

Let’s put ad stop to this.
Don’t Feed Exploitation.
Choose Fairtrade.

Questions?


